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THIS OFFICIAL RESEARCH STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN THORACIC SOCIETY WAS APPROVED DECEMBER 2020

Background: Central sleep apnea (CSA) is common among
patients with heart failure and has been strongly linked to
adverse outcomes. However, progress toward improving outcomes
for such patients has been limited. The purpose of this official
statement from the American Thoracic Society is to identify key
areas to prioritize for future research regarding CSA in heart
failure.

Methods: An international multidisciplinary group with expertise
in sleep medicine, pulmonary medicine, heart failure, clinical
research, and health outcomes was convened. The group met at the
American Thoracic Society 2019 International Conference to
determine research priority areas. A statement summarizing the
findings of the group was subsequently authored using input from
all members.

Results: The workgroup identified 11 specific research priorities
in several key areas: 1) control of breathing and pathophysiology
leading to CSA, 2) variability across individuals and over time, 3)
techniques to examine CSA pathogenesis and outcomes, 4) impact
of device and pharmacological treatment, and 5) implementing
CSA treatment for all individuals

Conclusions:Advancing care for patientswithCSA in the context of
heart failure will require progress in the arenas of translational (basic
through clinical), epidemiological, and patient-centered outcome
research. Given the increasing prevalence of heart failure and its
associated substantial burden to individuals, society, and the
healthcare system, targeted research to improve knowledge of CSA
pathogenesis and treatment is a priority.
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Overview

Central sleep apnea (CSA) is common
among patients with heart failure and is
strongly and independently associated
with poor health and well-being outcomes. To
date, there are no therapies directed at CSA
that consistently improve outcomes in this
population. This American Thoracic Society
(ATS) statement summarizes current
literature, identifies gaps in knowledge, and
outlines a path forward for research with
specific recommendations.

Overall Conclusions
1. Substantial advances in knowledge have

been made regarding the neurobiology of
the control of breathing, including
in relation to CSA. Additional work
will help to identify novel potential
therapeutic targets.

2. There is a need to advance knowledge of
the differences in CSA across individuals
in terms of both pathogenesis and
clinical outcomes. This work will benefit
from looking beyond the apnea–
hypopnea index (AHI).

3. Within individuals, CSA can change
substantially over time. Factors
influencing such changes and their
relevance are poorly understood.

4. There are several available and emerging
treatments for CSA that show promise.
These may be best optimized using an
individualized strategy that incorporates
the heterogeneity of CSA pathophysiology
and its consequences, together with
consideration of potential approaches to
health disparities.

Research Priorities
1. Advance basic and translational

research regarding control of breathing.
2. Determine mechanisms that mediate

breathing instability in CSA.
3. Examine CSA in diverse groups and

across the adult life span.
4. Evaluate changes in CSA over time and

the relationship with heart failure status.
5. Develop and validate tools to better

characterize CSA (i.e., beyond the AHI).
6. Determine how sleep apnea physiology

might contribute to—or protect
against—heart failure progression.

7. Determine the impact of established and
emerging heart failure therapies on CSA.

8. Clarify the role of positive airway
pressure (PAP) therapy for CSA in
those with heart failure.

9. Establish the utility of supplemental oxygen,
inspired CO2, and pharmacotherapy for
treatment for CSA.

10. Determine factors influencing
adherence to CSA treatments.

11. Characterize health disparities related
to CSA across populations.

Introduction

CSA is common among patients with heart
failure, particularly in those with heart
failure with reduced ejection fraction
(HFrEF), but is also observed in those with
preserved ejection fraction (1–3). The
presence of CSA is associated with important
prognostic implications as a marker of heart
failure severity (4, 5). Furthermore, CSA is
associated with sleep disruption, oxygen
desaturation, and increases in sympathetic
activity and thus may itself directly adversely
impact patient outcomes. Despite sharing
these manifestations with obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA), CSA has been the focus of
comparatively little research. While OSA is
characterized by upper airway obstruction
(defined by obstructive apneas and/or
hypopneas), CSA is distinguished by
recurrent changes in ventilation and ventilatory
drive leading to central events. Accordingly,
a more limited understanding of CSA
pathophysiology and its clinical implications
has resulted in a much smaller evidence base
to inform clinical care for patients with CSA.

The aim of this statement is to outline a
path forward for research regarding CSA as it
pertains to those with heart failure, with the
ultimate goal of improving outcomes for these
individuals. Although the focus of this research
priority statement is CSA in those with heart
failure, we expect that progress will be broadly
relevant to other forms of CSA, including
idiopathic CSA and opioid-relatedCSA, among
others. For each section, a key area for research
is followed by a brief summary of the current
understanding of CSA and the rationale for
additional investigation. For additional
background on CSA, we refer the reader to the
recent European Respiratory Society (ERS) task
force report (6). For the most recent clinical
management and treatment guidelines regarding
CSA in heart failure, we refer the reader to
the American Academy of Sleep Medicine
(AASM) clinical practice guidelines (7).

Methods

This research statement was developed
according to the guidelines specified by the

ATS. Potential conflicts of interest were
disclosed and managed in accordance with
the policies and procedures of the ATS.
Workgroup participants were selected on
the basis of recognized expertise in the areas
of control of breathing, sleep-disordered
breathing, sleep, heart failure, PAP,
treatment adherence, and population health.
Candidate research topics were identified
and prioritized on the basis of an iterative
process, beginning with a face-to-face
meeting of the workgroup in May of
2019, during which currently available
evidence for each of the key areas outlined
below was reviewed. After discussion, a total
of 11 research priorities were identified and
are included in this final report. These
research priority areas are presented
thematically (i.e., not by order of
importance).

Findings

Key Area: Control of Breathing and
Pathophysiology Leading to CSA
CSA is not a single condition but is rather a
manifestation of breathing instability and/or
irregularity in a variety of clinical contexts. In
contrast to fluctuations in OSA, fluctuations
in breathing in CSA are primarily the result
of transient changes in central respiratory
output, rather than being driven by upper
airway obstruction. Research over the past
several decades has provided important
insights into the neurobiological and
physiological mechanisms underlying
respiratory control relevant to CSA. This
body of work indicates that breathing
homeostasis relies on a balance among a
number of excitatory and inhibitory
influences. However, many unresolved
questions remain. Research priorities
identified by the workgroup to address gaps
in our understanding are discussed below,
with examples of specific areas for
investigation that may have therapeutic
implications provided in Table 1.

Research priority 1: advance basic and
translational research regarding control of
breathing. Control of breathing is complex,
involving many sensory and high-order
inputs (afferents), central processing areas,
and key outputs (efferents); a full discussion
is beyond the scope of this manuscript,
and readers are referred to contemporary
reviews (8, 9). The most widely recognized
sensory inputs include the carotid and
brain-stem chemoreflex sensors, which
detect fluctuations in PaCO2

, pH, and PaO2
,
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with varying time scales for responsiveness
(Figure 1). Other inputs include those
relating to muscle activity (key for exercise),
proprioception (e.g., Hering-Breuer reflex,
lung stretch receptors), and “higher-order”
inputs relating to volitional effort and
emotion. Breathing during wakefulness is also
substantially different from breathing during
sleep, with sleep stages, including those
during non-REM and REM sleep, having
strong effects on breathing control. Relevant
central integration areas are located in the
brain stem (largely the medulla) and include
the retrotrapezoid nucleus and the pre-
Bötzinger complex (9). Key outputs include
motor nuclei driving phrenic and hypoglossal
nerve activity, together with those innervating
the external intercostal, scalene, and
sternocleidomastoid muscles. Finally, this
system exhibits remarkable and substantial
plasticity in sensory components, integrating
centers, and output nuclei. Established factors
stimulating plasticity include intermittent
hypoxemia, inflammation, and aging (10, 11).

The overall responses of these
respiratory-control components determine
the persistence of rhythmic breathing or the
development of breathing instability and
recurrent central apnea. Broadly, CSA may
be a consequence of low-ventilatory-drive
states (often associated with concurrent
arterial hypercapnia) leading to intermittent
dropout of ventilatory output or may be a
consequence of a hyperresponsive system
leading to instability (often associated with

concurrent arterial hypocapnia) (12–18).
The latter appears to be generally more
common and accounts for CSA in the
settings of heart failure, CSA observed at
high altitude (i.e., environmental hypoxia),
idiopathic CSA (i.e., no identifiable
underlying cause), emergent CSA in patients
with OSA treated with continuous PAP
(CPAP), and periodic breathing in infancy.

A concept borrowed from engineering
describes the ability of the ventilatory
system (brain-stem controller activating
the controlled airway, lungs, and chest
wall) to maintain stability. A value of gain
(also called “loop gain”) is defined by the
ventilatory-drive reduction for any prior
increase in ventilation, or, similarly, the
increase in drive after a decrease in
ventilation; a threshold value of above 1.0
represents a level of higher responsiveness
that experimentally and computationally
can produce periodic central
(i.e., nonobstructive apnea [“instability”])
in response to a transient disturbance.
Lower values of loop gain may lead to
unstable breathing in the presence of
ongoing disturbances, including random
fluctuations in breathing observed in
biological systems (19). Loop gain can
become elevated by increased chemoreflex
responses to blood gas changes (PO2 and/or
PCO2; manifest as a narrow gap between
resting CO2 and the “apneic threshold”),
increased plant gain (e.g., low lung volume
or high PCO2) and/or greater circulatory

delay. Although the precise mechanisms
contributing to instability may vary by
specific etiology, most conditions involve
augmented chemosensitivity.

Data supporting the importance of
respiratory control responses to the
development of CSA include several
observations. Experimentally, central apnea
in sleeping humans can be induced using
mechanical ventilation to decrease PaCO2

below the hypocapnic apneic threshold (20).
The difference between the eupneic PaCO2

and the PaCO2
that demarcates the apneic

threshold is referred to as the CO2 reserve; a
smaller CO2 reserve leads to an increased
propensity to develop central apnea. The
propensity to develop central apnea varies
across physiological and pathological
conditions. For example, the CO2 reserve is
smaller in men than in premenopausal
women, smaller in postmenopausal women
than in premenopausal women, smaller in
older adults than in young adults, and
smaller in patients with OSA than in
individuals without OSA (21–23). These
differences seem to contribute to a variable
prevalence of CSA in each population. In
addition, there is marked plasticity in the
propensity to develop central apnea. For
example, administration of testosterone
to premenopausal women results in a
decreased CO2 reserve (24). Conversely,
administration of synthetic gonadotropin-
releasing hormone results in an increased
CO2 reserve in men (25). Other examples of
plasticity include changes in the CO2 reserve
in response to treatment with finasteride,
PAP therapy in patients with OSA, acute
intermittent hypoxia, and acute hyperoxia
(22, 26–28). Nonetheless, a disconnect
remains between these physiological studies
and an understanding of the associated
neurobiological pathways.

The importance of the wake-versus-
sleep state in control of breathing is also
established. Specifically, non-REM sleep
removes the wakefulness “drive to breathe”
and renders respiration critically dependent
on chemical influences, especially PaCO2

. In
addition, there is unmasking of a threshold
PCO2, a level below which ventilation ceases.
Thus, a small drop in prevailing PCO

2
causes

central apnea during sleep. Clinical
observations include the destabilizing effect
of wake–sleep transitions and dramatic
changes in respiratory-event frequencies
in non-REM versus REM sleep. Again, little
is known regarding the pathways that
connect wakefulness and cortical activity,

Table 1. Control of Breathing in CSA: Pathogenesis and Potential Therapeutic Targets

Carotid body d Chemoreflex role in overall sympathetic activation in heart
failure: common pathways

d Purinergic signaling
d Gasotransmitters

Brain stem d Understanding complex integrative responses: RTN,
pre-Bötzinger complex, etc.

d Mechanisms underlying neuroplasticity: long-term facilitation
and potentiation

d Cerebral vasoreactivity: mechanisms and role of impairment

Sleep state and arousals d Mechanisms of stability in REM
d Arousal contribution to instability in CSA

Low cardiac output d Shear-stress sensing in the carotid body
d Interactions between circulatory delay and loop gain;

heart–lung interactions
d Fluid shifts in supine position
d Mechanisms sensing pulmonary congestion

System-integrative d Refined in silico models
d CSA model organisms
d Effects of aging, sex, and other systemic influences

(e.g., metabolic dysregulation)

Definition of abbreviations: CSA=central sleep apnea; RTN= retrotrapezoid nucleus.
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subcortical sleep-promoting areas, or brain-
stem control of breathing.

Research priority 2: determine
mechanisms that mediate breathing
instability in CSA. Despite substantial
progress in understanding both the control

of breathing and in the physiology of
CSA, neurobiological mechanisms by which
heart failure leads to CSA remain poorly
understood.

The most consistent pathophysiological
determinant of CSA in heart failure is

increased chemosensitivity to CO2 and
hypoxia (12–18), typically measured during
wakefulness. CSA severity is more strongly
associated with dynamic CO2 responses
(designed to measure carotid
body/peripheral chemosensitivity) than
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Figure 1. Schematic of ventilatory-control-system inputs/afferents that converge on integrating respiratory centers in the pons and medulla. Chemoreceptors
include both peripheral and central centers. Other physical inputs to breathing include lung stretch and irritant receptors; movement/stretch receptors in
muscles and joints, including receptors within the chest wall, larynx, and respiratory muscles (including in the upper airway); and peripheral pain receptors.
Higher brain centers impact breathing via volitional drive, emotion, and sleep-versus-wake state (wakefulness drive to breathe). 1=stimulate; 2= inhibit;
6=stimulate or inhibit; C= location of respiratory groups in the medulla. Adapted by permission from Reference 145.
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with responses measured from the slower
rebreathing method (designed to assess
predominantly central CO2 responses) (13).
Consistent with this view, carotid body
denervation in rabbits with cardiac
ventricular pacing–induced heart failure
has also been shown to resolve CSA,
suggesting that heightened peripheral
chemosensitivity is required for CSA to
occur. Interestingly, CSA in patients with
heart failure is equally well correlated with
ventilatory responses to CO2 and hypoxia;
when both responses are augmented, CSA
becomes particularly severe (18).

The precise pathway between heart
failure and augmented chemosensitivity in
CSA remains unclear. Chemoreflex
sensitivity has been related to increased left
heart filling pressures and pulmonary
congestion in humans (29, 30). Of note, a
lower DLCO may be a marker of such
congestion (31). In addition, changes
in the pulmonary blood volume from
wakefulness/upright positioning to
sleep/supine positioning may relate to
fluid movement from the periphery
toward the lung (“rostral fluid shift”) (32).
Alternatively, in a rabbit model, low carotid
blood flow independent of cardiomyopathy
leads to diminished shear stress in the
carotid body, augmented chemosensitivity,
and emergent CSA (33). Biological
determinants of excessive hyperreflexia
at the carotid bodies (e.g., purinergic
signaling) in heart failure are an important
therapeutic target in need of focused, basic,
scientific research.

Other factors beyond blood gas
chemoreflex sensitivity per se can raise the
functional ventilatory responsiveness to blood
gases (and thus loop gain) and promote CSA,
but the relative importance remains unclear
in CSA in those with heart failure (12).

1. In patients with heart failure, low
cardiac output contributes to a
substantial delay between changes in
PaCO2

(and also PaO2
) in the pulmonary

capillaries and respiratory centers in the
carotid body (and brain stem), which
increases loop gain (toward the critical
threshold of 1.0) and provides the
background preconditions for CSA (34–
37). Indeed, patients with heart failure
and a lower left ventricular ejection
fraction (LVEF)/cardiac output, atrial
fibrillation, and greater circulatory
delays are typically at heightened risk of
CSA (1, 5, 33, 38). Reducing circulatory

delay with heart failure therapies can
also improve or ameliorate ventilatory
oscillations (39–41), yet it is unclear the
extent to which circulatory delay itself
(rather than changes in peripheral
and/or central chemosensitivity)
contributes to CSA.

2. Impaired cerebral vasoreactivity to CO2

can (in principle) hinder the damping of
CO2 swings in the brain stem, yielding
augmented responses to swings in
arterial PCO2.

3. Reaching the threshold to arousal from
sleep acts to raise the functional
responsiveness and loop gain (21,
42–46). Of note, CSA is most common
in stage 1 non-REM sleep, in which
sleep is fragile and arousals are frequent.
In some patients, however, CSA occurs
throughout stages 1–3; recognizing a
phenotype of CSA that is arousal
dependent may provide an avenue for
precision-medicine intervention.

4. A propensity for the upper airway to
collapse may also destabilize breathing
(47). Patients with a moderately
collapsible upper airway are dependent
on ventilatory motor output to preserve
upper airway patency (48, 49).
Accordingly, pharyngeal narrowing
or obstruction develops when the
ventilatory motor output reaches a nadir
(48, 50–54). Mucosal adhesion may
impede upper airway reopening,
exacerbating the loss of ventilation
during “central hypopnea” and further
destabilizing breathing (52). Upper
airway collapsibility is prevalent in the
general population and may be more
common in patients with heart failure
as a result of pharyngeal fluid
accumulation (55), although more
mechanistic data are needed. Moreover,
there is substantial overlap between CSA
and OSA in heart failure, including the
presence of both obstructive and central
events within many individuals (56).

Key Area: Variability in CSA across
Individuals and over Time

Research priority 3: examine CSA in
diverse groups and across the adult life
span. Increasing age is a well-recognized risk
factor for sleep-disordered breathing, most
appreciated in OSA but also observed in CSA
(57, 58). The most well-established effect of
age relates to anatomic changes of the upper
airway that might lead to OSA (59). In

addition, increasing age is a strong risk
factor for the development of heart failure
and thus may drive increases in the
population prevalence of CSA. However,
within those with heart failure, CSA is more
common with increasing age, suggesting
other effects of aging that might directly
contribute to CSA (3). Potential mechanisms
require further study, but effects on control
of breathing, lung function, and respiratory
muscle activity are all potential contributors
(60). In terms of sex, epidemiological studies
have demonstrated a significantly higher
prevalence of CSA in men than in women
(61). Physiological studies suggest key
differences in control of breathing, with
evidence implicating testosterone more so
than progesterone. Observations include
administration of testosterone to women
increasing the propensity to develop central
apnea (23–25). Accordingly, the effect of
menopause and aging in women may be a
key topic (62), particularly as the prevalence
of heart disease has greatly increased in
women.

The prevalence, pathogenesis, and
consequences of CSA are likely to differ across
different groups of individuals with heart
failure, and optimal management is thus likely
to vary. Indeed, the prevalence of CSA (and
OSA) among patients with heart failure has
been variable across several studies, likely
reflecting differences in heart failure severity
and patient characteristics (e.g., age, sex, and
body mass index). Established risk factors and
associations include male sex, increasing age,
lower LVEF, and comorbid atrial fibrillation
(3). In contrast to large studies of OSA
among the general population enrolling a
wide spectrum of patients, CSA studies have
been relatively small. Key questions remain
regarding potential risk factors, such as race
and/or ethnicity, medications (not only heart
failure drug classes but also concurrent
opioids, sedatives, etc.), heart failure etiology,
etc.

From the standpoint of associated
symptoms and clinical presentation,
patients with heart failure and CSA (or
OSA) may not report symptoms such as
sleepiness or sleep disruption (63–65).
Presenting complaints may be attributed to
heart failure per se. Bed partners may note
apneas or hyperpneas, and patients may
report fatigue, insomnia, paroxysmal
nocturnal dyspnea, and/or nocturnal
angina, although the specificity regarding
CSA is unknown. A priority is establishing
the spectrum of symptoms using validated
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questionnaires to assess sleep across
domains of sleep disruption and sleep-
related impairment (i.e., beyond sleepiness),
associated sleep comorbidities such as
insomnia and restless leg syndrome, and
quality of life. The extent to which these
profiles of signs and symptoms differ across
individuals by age, sex, heart failure
characteristics, and race/ethnicity has not
been adequately examined. One specific
need that may capitalize on this
demographic and clinical data is the
development of a robust risk score that can
be used to identify individuals with CSA.

Research priority 4: evaluate changes in
CSA over time and the relationship with
heart failure status. Temporal variability in
CSA has not been adequately characterized.
CSA appears to be more common in
decompensated heart failure, (66) likely
based on physiological changes that
contribute to breathing instability
(e.g., increased left atrial pressure,
pulmonary congestion, increased circulation
time) (33, 67). However, treatment of
decompensated heart failure does not
reliably resolve CSA (68). Identifying
individuals with persistent CSA may help to
define a group that needs sustained CSA
therapy versus supportive care or time-
limited CSA treatment (see adaptive
servoventilation [ASV] treatment below).

Conversely, variability in heart failure
over time may be impacted by changes in
CSA. Thus, there is clear potential for
interactions between these two conditions
over time. For example, some have
hypothesized that subclinical changes in
cardiac function may trigger or worsen CSA,
which may lead to further heart failure
decompensation. In theory, recognition of
and intervention for CSA might present an
opportunity to break a downward spiral
toward important outcomes, including
symptoms and hospitalization. Further
research is needed in this area but will
require technologies capable of monitoring
changes in sleep apnea over time, such as
“wearables.”

Key Area: Techniques to Examine
CSA Pathogenesis and Outcomes

Research priority 5: develop and validate
tools to better characterize CSA (i.e., beyond
the AHI). According to the AASM/
International Classification of Sleep
Disorders, CSA is defined as at least 5 central
events/h that comprise at least 50% of the

total AHI (69). For CSA with Cheyne-
Stokes respiration, there must be at least
three consecutive central events in
a crescendo–decrescendo pattern
and a cycle length of at least 40 seconds.
(Note that the ERS Task Force on CSA
prefers the term “periodic breathing in
heart failure” instead of “Cheyne-
Stokes respiration” to describe the
polysomnographic pattern and the
underlying disease more precisely and to
avoid unclear historical terms.) Thus, the
criteria rest largely on the AHI and the
presence of a typical pattern of breathing.
Nonetheless, there may be considerable
variability between individuals in features
of breathing, which may have important
implications. Indeed, recent investigations
into various traits have shed new light
on OSA pathophysiology and treatment
(i.e., arousal threshold, upper airway
responsiveness) (70–72). These concepts
have not yet been applied to CSA but are
likely to be insightful (56). As the current
tools to estimate key traits responsible for
sleep-disordered breathing have focused
on OSA, including recent signal extraction of
endophenotypes from polysomnography
signals, the development and validation of
CSA-specific surrogates to predict outcomes
and inform treatment approaches is a priority
for future CSA research.

There are two major reasons to
identify and quantify aspects of CSA
pathophysiology beyond a count of the
frequency: 1) to characterize the
pathogenesis for the purposes of
understanding how to treat the disorder
and 2) to better determine the risks
associated with the untreated disorder.

CYCLE DURATION. In heart failure,
cycle durations are typically 40–90 seconds,
with longer cycle lengths seen in patients
with lower LVEF, lower cardiac output, and
greater circulatory delays (73). Treatments
may be dependent on cycle duration; for
example, central events with longer cycle
lengths have slower fluctuations in blood
gases and thus may garner input from
central chemoreflexes such that
supplemental oxygen could be less
effective. Conversely, cycle duration may
provide important information about the
presence versus absence of heart failure
(34).

CENTRAL VERSUS OBSTRUCTIVE

CONTRIBUTIONS. The extent to which sleep
apnea is driven by central versus obstructive
components is challenging to ascertain

and has therapeutic implications. CPAP
is likely to fail in those with a very
high loop gain (74). Therapies for the
central contribution, such as diaphragm
pacing, oxygen, acetazolamide, or new
drugs to lower carotid chemosensitivity, are
likely to fail in those with a substantial
obstructive component. Although some
events are clearly obstructive (clear thoracic
and abdominal excursions during apnea)
and others clearly central (no excursions),
many events have a combined etiology.
Recently, we have seen the beginning of
new methods to estimate the central versus
obstructive nature of events (e.g., based on
flow limitation, model-estimated chemical
drive, or periodic/sinusoidal nature of
oxygen saturation as measured by pulse
oximetry) (75). To limit the challenges
associated with further research in this area,
we implore researchers to use the highest-
quality unfiltered signals (e.g., direct
coupled nasal pressure, true direct coupled
respiratory inductance plethysmography;
signals must “hold a baseline”). Validation
of any new definition or method should
involve prediction of responses to therapies
for CSA.

LOOP GAIN AND VENTILATORY

PATTERN. The higher the loop gain
underlying CSA, the longer the duration of
apnea relative to the total cycle duration. In
small physiology studies, this “duty-ratio”
measure of loop gain has been found to
be higher in patients with heart failure
who were nonresponsive to CPAP and
respiratory stimulation (74). Alternative
methods for predicting high loop gain have
been proposed, including examining awake
breathing, examining sighs, and quantifying
the presence or absence of stable breathing
(76, 77). Tailoring the magnitude of an
intervention to the severity of the
underlying magnitude of control instability
thus has promise. Finally, changes in end-
expiratory lung volumes (EELVs) during
the hyperpnea phase of CSA may also be
relevant, although detection requires
unfiltered true respiratory inductance
plethysmography, which is not
standardized.

SLEEP STATE INSTABILITY

DEPENDENCE. Some patients exhibit CSA
nearly exclusively during stage 1 sleep and
exhibit profound dropout of ventilation in
time with sleep onset, with ventilation
resuming upon arousal. Recognizing these
individuals on the basis of the synchrony
between EEG measures of wakefulness and
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ventilation may help identify patients who
might benefit from interventions that
promote sleep (hypnotics). However, the
relationship between abnormal respiratory
events and arousal may be bidirectional. In
other words, failure to reach non-REM stage
2 or 3 may be due to recurrent apnea/
hypopnea. Moreover, the potential for an
adverse effect of hypnotics on ventilation in
patients with abnormal respiratory status,
including patients with morbid obesity, has
to be carefully examined.

OXYGENATION AND AROUSAL

IMPACTS. Central apnea results in cycles of
hypoxia and reoxygenation and transient
arousals from sleep. Oxyhemoglobin
desaturation in the aftermath of
apnea/hypopnea can be objectively
captured and analyzed. Several potentially
relevant parameters can be extracted from
the oximetry signal, including the number
of oxygenation dips, the mean and nadir
saturation, and the percentage of total sleep
time with a saturation, 90%. Other
innovative metrics include the sleep
apnea–specific hypoxia burden, which
takes into consideration the area under
the curve of the oxygen desaturation
temporally related to respiratory events,
and the “hypoxemic burden,” which has
been associated with outcomes in large
studies of patients with OSA (78).
Sleep state disturbance, as measured by
the frequency of EEG arousals, has
been associated with apnea-related
sympathoexcitation. Prolonged circulation
time may also have important prognostic
implications (73).

Research priority 6: determine how sleep
apnea might contribute to, or protect against,
heart failure progression. CSA is
independently associated with poor
outcomes in patients with heart failure;
the severity of CSAmay be a better indicator
of mortality than clinical characteristics,
echocardiographic characteristics, or other
patient characteristics (79). Although the
possibility exists that CSA is merely a
marker of heart failure severity, several
lines of evidence suggest that CSA per se
contributes to adverse outcomes. Major
clinical outcomes are discussed more
below but include the outcome that CSA
treatment with PAP therapy improves
the LVEF and nocturnal ventricular
arrhythmias in patients in whom CPAP
suppresses CSA (80, 81).

Autonomic activation is a key feature of
heart failure as well as sleep-disordered

breathing (in both CSA and OSA). Evidence
that this pathway may mediate the
negative effects of CSA include the
observation that CSA treatment improves
catecholamine concentrations (82, 83) and
ventricular arrhythmias (80). Conversely,
intermittent hypoxemia has important
effects, including promoting diurnal
hypertension. Intrathoracic pressure
swings mediate arousal but also increase
transmural cardiac stress. Swings in CSA are
generally smaller than those seen in OSA,
but the spectrum observed across individuals
may be useful for investigating the
significance of intrathoracic pressure
changes.

Another hypothesis that has been put
forth is that CSA might be an adaptive
response in heart failure, at least in
some individuals (84). The proposed
physiological advantages of CSA included
increased lung volume, avoidance of
hypercapnic acidosis, bronchodilation,
and cyclical ventilatory muscle rest.
Although evidence remains sparse, recent
investigations have found evidence to
support this concept. Perger and colleagues
examined EELV in patients with heart
failure and CSA and found two patterns
during hyperpnea—a positive pattern
(i.e., preserved or increased EELV during
hyperpnea) and a negative pattern
(i.e., reduced EELV due to presumed
expiratory muscle recruitment) (85).
Patients with the negative pattern
tended to have worse cardiac function. It
was proposed that the reduced lung volume
and increased intrathoracic pressure could
represent a cardiac “autoresuscitation”
mechanism that increases stroke volume in
response to reduced preload and decreased
left ventricular transmural pressure. This
group subsequently provided evidence that
stroke volume falls less in patients with the
negative pattern than in patients with the
positive pattern (86). Although these data
are preliminary, the findings support the
concept that there may be subgroups of
patients with heart failure in whom CSA has
adaptive benefit. The results of SERVE-HF
(ASV for CSA in Systolic Heart Failure)
(discussed more below) that demonstrated
harm associated with treatment of CSA,
particularly among certain groups,
emphasize the importance of determining in
which contexts CSA should be treated versus
not treated.

The potential “downstream”
mechanistic cardiac consequences of CSA

physiology/pathophysiology require
exploration, including via imaging studies
(e.g., magnetic resonance imaging studies of
myocardial fibrosis), novel heart failure
biomarkers (e.g., ST2), and multiomics
approaches. The extent to which negative
or positive cardiovascular changes are
driven by intermittent hypoxemia, arousal,
lung volumes, respiratory muscle patterns,
or intrathoracic pressure changes can
be examined more precisely using
endophenotyping techniques noted above
or by alternatively using model organisms
to isolate these factors.

Key Area: Impact of Device and
Pharmacological Treatment
A summary of therapeutic options and
relevant clinical questions is provided in
Table 2.

Research priority 7: determine the
impact of established and emerging heart
failure therapies on CSA. Effective heart
failure treatment can clearly improve and
even resolve CSA by reducing chemoreflex
sensitivity, improving lung volume, and
decreasing circulatory delay. Relatively
small-scale (and generally investigator-
initiated) studies have shown that medical
management, cardiac resynchronization,
left ventricular assist devices, and cardiac
transplantation improve (but do not always
resolve) sleep apnea (39, 87, 88). Novel
therapeutic strategies that may impact CSA
should be considered for rigorous
investigation:

1. Carotid body denervation has been
recently gained renewed interest as a
potential therapy for heart failure (89).
Disruption of chemoreflex responses
may have advantageous effects via
decreasing sympathetic tone, but the
importance of carotid bodies in
breathing clearly mandates that CSA be
considered in this therapeutic approach,
both as a potential mediator of any
beneficial effects and as a potential
adverse consequence. Potential
unintended adverse consequences of
carotid body denervation may not
manifest for many years. Indeed, as
weight gain and comorbidities increase
with age, so does the presence and
severity of sleep-disordered breathing,
which may place these individuals at
increased risk of respiratory failure
during sleep, in which chemical
control of breathing dominates.
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2. Cardiac rehabilitation is another
intervention that can have a substantial
impact on quality of life in those with heart
failure. Physical activity and diet may have
an impact on sleep apnea via several
pathways, and improvements in CSA
might thus account for at least some of the
benefits of rehabilitation (90). The potential
for concurrent sleep apnea treatment with
rehabilitation is another promising area,
given the potential interactive effects.

It remains unclear whether CSA
represents an independent outcome of heart
failure and, if so, whether titrating heart
failure therapy to achieve resolution of CSA
may be a goal. Nonetheless, the group felt
strongly that inclusion of CSA as a key
outcome in heart failure therapy studies
is strongly warranted, including within
industry-sponsored pharmaceutical and
device studies. Such data will help to
determine whether resolution of CSA is
associated with improved outcomes and,
similarly, whether the impact of the
examined heart failure therapy is modulated
by the presence or absence of CSA.

Research priority 8: clarify the role
of PAP therapy for CSA in those with
heart failure. CPAP is considered an
established therapy for OSA, but it also has

physiological effects that may improve CSA
by increasing lung volumes, decreasing
preload and afterload, and stabilizing the
upper airway. In addition, concomitant
upper airway collapse and OSA is common
in many patients with CSA; accordingly,
treatment with CPAP may improve CSA
and the overall disease severity. Nonetheless,
the CANPAP (Canadian CPAP for Patients
with CSA and Heart Failure) study found no
overall improvement in survival with use of
CPAP in patients with CSA (91). However,
in post hoc analysis, those with a reduction
in the AHI to less than 15 events/h had
improved survival with treatment (81).
Current AASM and ERS guidelines
recommend CPAP use for patients with
CSA due to heart failure, provided CPAP
use results in a similar reduction in the
AHI. Because these recommendations are
based on post hoc analysis, a prospective
study of CPAP in those with heart failure
that enrolls individuals likely to respond to
CPAP is needed to make a firm
recommendation. Such a study will be
aided by aforementioned physiological
predictors of CPAP responsiveness.

On the basis of the suboptimal response
to CPAP in terms of AHI reduction among
a substantial number of individuals,
noninvasive ventilation has been explored as a

therapeutic option. ASV is a modality
specifically designed to control CSA by
augmenting ventilation during hypopnea or
apnea, which leads to an overall stabilizing
effect on breathing. In those with CSA due to
heart failure, ASV is highly efficacious at
reducing the AHI, but clinical outcomes have
been mixed. Results of a large trial,
the SERVE-HF study, found that among
patients with heart failure and a reduced LVEF
(LVEF, 45%, termed HFrEF), ASV led to
increased overall mortality (92). Therefore,
ASV is now contraindicated for clinical use in
patients with HFrEF, noting that this was the
select group of individuals with moderate-to-
severe CSA (i.e., AHI. 15 events/h,.50% of
events being central in nature, and at least 10
central apneas/h). A contemporaneous study
examining the response to ASV in acutely
decompensated heart failure (CAT-HF
[Cardiovascular Outcomes with _VE-targeted
ASV Therapy in Heart Failure]) was stopped
early on the basis of SERVE-HF results.
Although the CAT-HF results were negative
in terms of the primary composite outcome,
the subgroup of patients with preserved
LVEF (termed “heart failure with preserved
ejection fraction”) appeared to have a benefit
(93). The ongoing ADVENT-HF (Effects of
ASV on Survival and Frequency of Hospital
Admissions in Patients with Heart Failure
and Sleep Apnea) trial will further examine
the use of ASV in HFrEF, with potentially
important trial-design differences including
differences in the enrollment of patients with
OSA, the ASV settings (i.e., lower default
pressures), and the manufacturer algorithms
(94). Importantly, the algorithms used by the
ASV device to stabilize breathing (e.g., speed
at which pressure support is increased) may
be relevant to therapy responses (95).

Despite substantial investigation of
the SERVE-HF data, risk factors and
associated mechanisms by which ASV
might lead to harm remain unclear (96, 97).
Additional mechanistic data regarding
effects of ASV on cardiac preload and/or
afterload, neurohormonal changes,
biomarkers, etc., may help with better
understanding device effects and with
defining individuals who might benefit
versus those who might be harmed (98, 99).

Neural stimulation, employing
unilateral phrenic-nerve stimulation, has
been approved by the Food and Drug
Administration for treatment of CSA,
including in patients with heart failure.
A randomized controlled trial showed
improvement in the AHI by approximately

Table 2. Current Questions about Potential Treatments for CSA

Potential Treatments
for CSA Current Question(s)

Heart failure therapies d Is CSA a mediator or modulator of benefit?

CPAP d Is CPAP effective in predicted responders, and who
responds?

d Should CPAP be used as a standard comparator?

Adaptive servoventilation d Are there identifiable device and/or patient-level factors
predicting harm or benefit?

d Does better efficacy improve adherence?

Inspired CO2 d What is the clinical feasibility?
d Are there adverse effects related to hypercapnia or increased

ventilation?

Supplemental oxygen d Who will respond (AHI, symptoms, end-organ, etc.) to
supplemental O2?

d Are there issues with adherence, and what strategies improve
adherence?

Phrenic pacing d What are the long-term outcomes and comparative
effectiveness (including the “effective AHI”)?

Pharmacotherapy d What are the most promising targets?
d Is there a role for combination or “rescue” therapy?

Definition of abbreviations: AHI = apnea–hypopnea index; CPAP=continuous positive airway
pressure; CSA=central sleep apnea.
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50%, near elimination of central apneas, and
some subjective improvements in symptoms,
together with other potential beneficial effects
(100, 101). Nonetheless, long-term outcomes,
including the effect on key heart failure
outcomes and mortality, have not been
examined. In addition, response rates remain
suboptimal, likely because of the fact that
upper airway collapse is not addressed with
the device. AHI thresholds for determining
successful treatment are not well established,
and predictors of response versus nonresponse
need to be established, potentially including
the above-mentioned phenotyping techniques.

Research priority 9: establish the utility
of supplemental oxygen, inspired CO2,
and pharmacotherapy for treatment of
CSA. The challenges associated with PAP
device use (including effectiveness and
adherence issues) in patients with CSA has
highlighted the critical need for alternative
treatments for CSA. The major targets for
pharmacotherapy of CSA in general are
addressing elevated chemoreflex sensitivity,
elevated plant gain, and arousal responses (56).

Beyond CPAP, supplemental oxygen
is often considered for CSA in patients
with heart failure on the basis of AASM
guidelines, although long-term data are
lacking. The LOFT-HF (Impact of Low-
Flow Nocturnal Oxygen Therapy on
Hospital Admissions and Mortality in
Patients with Heart Failure and CSA) trial
recently started enrollment, which is an NIH
phase 3 trial in which patients with HFrEF
with predominant CSA are randomized to
receive either oxygen from a concentrator or
a sham (airflow from a concentrator) using a
titration protocol designed to limit potential
oxygen toxicity. Endpoints include
hospitalization due to heart failure and
mortality. Even with a positive response,
prior physiological data suggest that
supplemental oxygen will not suppress CSA
in all individuals, and therapy thus may
need to be individualized.

Delivery of CO2 was proposed several
decades ago as a strategy to stabilize
breathing in CSA (102, 103). An increase in
inspired CO2 can be achieved either
with exogenous CO2 (i.e., from a tank) or via
rebreathing of exhaled CO2. Both
approaches can stabilize breathing via a
decrease in the efficiency of CO2 excretion
(i.e., lower “plant gain”). Limitations of real-
world use of exogenous CO2 include the
need for a continuous supply of tanks and
potentially include the development of
adverse effects related to hypercapnia, which

may be mitigated by systems that only
deliver CO2 during the hyperpnea phase
(104). Other potential adverse effects include
an increased drive to breathe with attendant
increases in intrathoracic pressure swings.
Similarly, rebreathing CO2 via increases in
applied dead space requires careful titration,
which may be facilitated by titratable devices
(105). In one application, dead space added
to a CPAP mask for those with persistent
central events was able to improve CSA
(106). Endotyping techniques, as noted above,
in a proof-of-concept study have been shown
to predict the response to inhaled CO2 (107).
Further advances are needed in terms of
patient selection, technologies for practical
application, and studies examining the impact
of this strategy on patient-oriented outcomes.

Given the primary role of control of
breathing in CSA, pharmacotherapies that
impact control of breathing are a promising
approach. A number of medications have been
proposed, such as acetazolamide, zolpidem,
buspirone, and others (108). The respiratory
stimulant acetazolamide has been best studied
and has been used in other CSA conditions
such as CSA at altitude (109, 110). Several
short-term studies have explored the use of
acetazolamide as a treatment for CSA
(111–114). Physiologically, acetazolamide
results in decreased plant gain by increasing
alveolar ventilation and thereby lowering PCO2,
but acetazolamide has a limited effect on CO2

chemoreflex sensitivity (115, 116). Zolpidem, a
nonbenzodiazepine hypnotic has been used
clinically for the treatment of CSA based on
one open-label study in patients with idiopathic
CSA (117). Buspirone acutely increases
ventilation during wakefulness and non-REM
sleep in rodent models (118, 119). There are a
few clinical reports of its benefit (120–122).
Although these agents show promise in the
treatment of CSA in general, their safety and
efficacy in heart failure are still unknown, and
additional research in this subset of patients
with CSA is needed. Furthermore, effects from
using many of these agents as monotherapies
have been modest, suggesting a need for new
drugs or combination strategies.

Studies are also needed to explore other
novel candidate pharmacological targets: 1)
KLF2, signaling shear stress in the carotid
(123); 2) inflammation-related signaling
(e.g., via TNFa and IL-6) in both the carotid
body and central nervous system (10, 124,
125); 3) carotid gasotransmitters CO and H2S
(126); and 4) P2X3 receptors, modulating
autonomic receptor sensitivity (127). Notably,
given that the carotid chemoreflex also

protects against hypoxia, an intervention
is needed that reduces carotid body
hyperreflexia but preserves its physiological
function. In contrast, removing the carotid
function completely with bilateral carotid
denervation leads to worsening oxygenation
(128). It is feasible that aforementioned
pharmacological targets may achieve this
goal, but other undiscovered mechanisms
may be involved. As discussed above, further
investigation is needed to elucidate
underlying mechanisms to inform
development of novel therapeutics for CSA.

Key Area: Implementing CSA
Treatments for All Individuals

Research priority 10: determine factors
influencing adherence to CSA treatments.
Adherence to long-term therapy, including
adherence to medications for chronic
diseases such as hypertension, is suboptimal
(129). Several studies have shown that long-
term daily use is achieved by only 50–80%
of patients (130). Evidence on treatment
adherence in patients with CSA is limited, in
contrast to substantial investigation in
patients with OSA (131). Importantly, CSA
is not fully controlled with CPAP in many
individuals, which would be expected to lead
to reduced adherence. Indeed, some data
suggest that treatment efficacy may impact
adherence, including a recent analysis
in which switching from CPAP to ASV
showed increased adherence over a 60-day
window after treatment was changed (132).

With regard to ASV, in the SERVE-HF
study, adherence (defined as 3 h or more per
night) was 60%, with mean nightly use of
3.7 hours, and 27% of patients did not use
treatment at all (defined as ,1 h per night).
This rate of adherence is similar to what has
been seen in trials in OSA (133), although
usage seems to be substantially higher in
the ongoing ADVENT-HF trial based on
interim analysis (134). Uncertainty remains
regarding how adherence might be
impacted by intrinsic differences between
ASV and CPAP (e.g., additional settings
that must be optimized), differences across
ASV devices, or differences based on the
efficacy in the treatment of CSA.

Studies investigating adherence to non-
PAP therapy are limited. In a systematic
review of oxygen therapy, four studies that
included use of oxygen therapy for several
months found acceptable adherence, perhaps
because the nasal cannula was more
comfortable than a face mask, as would be
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required for PAP therapies (135). In a large,
randomized trial among patients with
OSA, there was a mean duration of use
of supplemental oxygen (4.8 h per night)
that was higher than that of CPAP (3.5 h
per night) (136); however, it is not clear
whether objective data were available for
hours of use of oxygen as they are for CPAP
treatment. Overall, measures to objectively
quantify oxygen use and enhance adherence
to supplemental oxygen are needed.

Additional research on adherence to
therapy specifically in CSA is warranted,
first to understand barriers to daily use and
then to understand whether symptom relief
is a predictor of increased use in these
patients. Furthermore, although there is
some evidence for improved adherence to
ASV compared with CPAP, there are no
blinded or crossover studies to confirm the
findings from cross-sectional research.
Studies are also needed to translate to
CSA the known effective strategies for
increasing PAP use among patients with
OSA, such as educational, supportive,
and behavioral interventions (137).
Identifying specific challenges to adherence
with non-PAP therapies such as oxygen
and pharmacotherapy will clearly be
needed to effectively implement such
treatments. Lastly, not all treatments are
equally dependent on the patient actively
engaging with the device; for example,
phrenic-nerve stimulation is relatively
“automatic” in that once turned on for the
night, no further engagement is needed.
Accordingly, research should make
clear distinctions between the efficacy
(i.e., control of AHI during use) and
effectiveness (i.e., considering use pattern
or the “effective AHI”) when comparing
treatment strategies.

Research priority 11: characterize
health disparities related to CSA across
populations. A health disparity is defined as
“a health difference that adversely affects
defined disadvantaged populations, based
on one or more health outcomes” (138).
In this context, health outcomes are
characterized as a higher incidence or
prevalence of disease, including earlier
onset or more aggressive progression;
premature or excessive mortality from
specific conditions; greater global burden of
disease, such as disability-adjusted life
years, as measured by population health
metrics; poorer health behaviors and
clinical outcomes related to the
aforementioned information; or worse

outcomes on validated self-reported
measures that reflect daily functioning or
symptoms from specific conditions. Of
note, minority health is defined as “health
characteristics and attributes of racial
and/or ethnic groups who are socially
disadvantaged due in part to being subject
to potential discriminatory acts” (139).
Analogous to disadvantaged populations,
the following are NIH-designated U.S.
health-disparity populations based
on the degree of social disadvantage
due to historical and contemporary
discriminatory policies and practices:
Black individuals/African Americans,
Hispanic/Latino individuals, American
Indians/Alaska Natives, Asian Americans,
Native Hawaiians and other Pacific
Islanders, socioeconomically disadvantaged
populations, underserved rural populations,
and sexual and gender minority groups.

A recent workshop report highlighted
research gaps, challenges, and opportunities
in sleep and health-disparity research
that are important to advance the emerging
field of sleep-health disparities among
designated U.S. health-disparity populations
(140). Given the complex and multifactorial
determinants of health disparities, future
sleep-disparity research should focus on
health-disparity causal pathways, along with
sleep and circadian rhythm–related
mechanisms, to better understand sleep-
health disparities. Strategies identified from
the workshop included 1) focusing on
sociocultural and physical/built
environmental determinants of sleep health
to understand the underlying contextual
factors to target disparities in sleep, 2) better
integration of sleep and health-disparity
research field theories and methodologies,
and 3) designing multilevel interventions
through transdisciplinary teams focused on
addressing sleep-health disparities.

Data related to CSA are sparse among all
populations disproportionately impacted by
disparities. Focusing on racial and ethnic
minorities as an illustrative example, these
groups (especially Black individuals/African
Americans) disproportionately experience
sleep-disordered breathing (e.g., OSA,
asthma), heart failure, and comorbidities
(e.g., hypertension, which increases
stroke risk) that could impact CSA (141–143).
For instance, Bahrami and colleagues found
that the higher incidence of congestive heart
failure among Black individuals/African
Americans was related to a higher prevalence
of hypertension, diabetes, and lower

socioeconomic status (144). The authors also
found that heart failure biological
mechanisms differed by race/ethnicity in that
an increase in left-ventricular mass had the
greatest impact in white individuals and
Hispanic/Latino individuals and in that
myocardial infarction was the least influential
among Black individuals/African Americans.
Reasons for differences in underlying
mechanisms should be identified, as
determinants may differ and differences in
treatment may be necessary. Other aspects
deserving consideration for treatment of sleep
apnea are the cost of therapy and health-
literacy requirements. Disparities in CSA
specifically are likely to exist, but more
research is needed.

The following are recommendations for
future research to be conducted to answer
the aforementioned questions:

d Include sufficient sample sizes of
populations disproportionately
impacted by health disparities in
future research studies on the topic
and conduct of race-specific
investigations.

d Collect data on “upstream” (close to
the root cause) factors like social
(e.g., socioeconomic factors, healthcare
access) and environmental (e.g.,
air quality affecting pulmonary
comorbidities) determinants of health
and health disparities to investigate their
impact on CSA risk, diagnosis, and
treatment in the overall population and
in terms of their contributions to health
disparities.

Even if disparities inCSAare not observed,
it will remain important to explicitly investigate
and intervene in health-disparity populations,
as the general health of these populations tends
to be worse and there is a need to concentrate
efforts on improving minority health. The
ultimate goal is achieving sleep-health
equity, which has been defined as “equal
opportunities that are given to each individual
and/or communities based on their need, no
matter their age, sex, race/ethnicity, geographic
location, and socioeconomic status, to obtain
recommended, satisfactory, efficient amount of
sleep with appropriate timing that promotes
physical and mental well-being” (139).

Conclusions

Advancing care for patients with CSA in
the setting of heart failure will require
progress in the arenas of translational
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(basic through clinical), epidemiological,
and implementation research. Given the
increasing prevalence of heart failure and

its associated substantial burden to
individuals and society as well as the
healthcare system, targeted research

strategies to improve knowledge of CSA
pathogenesis and treatment are a
priority. n
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